
Get out 2 colored pencils or 
highlighters:

And your homework
As you read the article:

Color 1 - Highlight any information that would support your main 
idea from Document A

Color 2 - Highlight any information that would support your main
idea from Document B







Ancient 
Egypt

PART 1: 

OLD KINGDOM



Without the Nile there is no Egypt.
longest river in the world
flows northward to the Mediterranean 10 miles wide       
leaves a rich layer of silt after it floods—dark earth “black land”

Pharaoh is thought to have controlled the flooding of the Nile

Red Land—outside of the river area kept outsiders 
outside, gold, copper, jewels, and natron

Black Land—only part that is fertile

wheat, barley, grapes, milk, butter, cheese

The Social History of Dirt:



2 KINGDOMS: Distinct and separate lands

Lower = Northern part

Upper = Southern part 
(United under the Pharaohs)

PEOPLE: Short, brown skin, dark hair
Mummies show that they had rheumatism and bad teeth

Life span = 36-years-old

Mortality = very high



Some downsides to agriculture:

Huge time commitment

Lose our sense of smell

Dentition—teeth problems, 

cavities—grinding wheat

Growth of disease—people defecating near a permanent 
water source

Living with animals = exchange of disease (mosquitoes)

Storing grains = rats and bugs

WHY?????



HOW did the 
Nile River shape 
ancient Egypt?



Capital in 
Old Kingdom



Agricultural districts of people were called nomes.

Each one had their own laws and leaders.

By 3200 B.C. the nomes of Egypt were divided into two groups 
under two kings. 

King of Upper Wore: King of Lower wore:

3100 B.C.—the King of Upper Egypt: Menes  (AKA—Narmor)
Unites Upper and Lower kingdoms

He wore:

OLD KINGDOM:



Buried in a grand tomb:

Mastaba—

a single layered tomb

To show his power

Menes is a good military chief 

He established the capital at Memphis (circle it)

Killed by a hippopotamus



Next Pharaoh can’t be shown up . . . . 

Step pyramid—mastabas stacked on top of each other                                                               
(the bigger the better!)                                                                         

Imhotep—
the 
architect 



Pyramids of Giza: Built for Khufu, Khafre, and Menkaure



1.Leveling the plateaus—used flooding to flatten the ground

Always aligned north, south, east, west

2. Stone quarries— carve rocks out of surrounding mountains

how? rollers, ramps, manpower

3. Limestone cover stones

4. Gold cap stone on the top

How long did all of this take?

100,000 men 20 years

“Volunteer” force

BUILDING OF THE PYRAMIDS





Egyptians believed in an After life for Pharaoh: 

Pharaoh's body has 2 parts:
Physical - Ba
Spiritual—Ka

Believed that if the physical body                                                               
could be preserved, then the Ka would continue to exist

Robbers would deface the bodies of the Pharaohs thinking it 
would make it impossible for them to come back

Pharaoh's success in the after life was dependent on his life on earth

Had to say the correct incantations to make it to the judgment

Thoth would weigh Pharaoh's heart against a feather

had to weigh less or equal in order for Pharaoh to live forever

All the information about the after life was written in the 
Book of the Dead



All of Egypt has a vested interest in Pharaoh passing this test, 
they believe that after he dies he will continue to bless his people 
by controlling the Nile 



Story of Us

Inventors: Writing (start 10 seconds before this chapter)



Ma’at = government of justice and truth

everything needs to be in harmony

Natural disasters are blamed on Pharaoh—

people stop believing that he is a god

Pepi II—last real Pharaoh 

Nomards step up and take leadership of nomes again. 

GOVERNMENT:

OLD KINGDOM COMES TO AN END:





Cross off the homework reminder.

You’re welcome . . . . 









Middle
Kingdom



Shifts of religious beliefs:

Idea of Ma’at changes

becomes an accounting of character or a moral 
belief that everyone will have an afterlife                              

(not just Pharaoh)  
Switch from pyramid building to temple building

Why? 

Religion is democratized—everyone allowed to participate

Ceremonies to the gods performed there

Capital changes to Thebes (circle it)

New Developments:



Capital in 
Old Kingdom

Capital in 
Middle 
Kingdom



Pharaoh gains some power back

places boundaries on the nomards

now seen as a shepherd— caretaker of the physical 
and spiritual

Legend of Osiris— Osiris rules Egypt, is married to Isis 
Set, Osiris’ jealous brother, tricks Osiris into 

getting in a trunk 
Set throws the trunk in the Nile – Osiris dies                                 
Isis searches for the trunk, finds it and keeps it hidden                    
Set finds the trunk and chops Osiris’ body into many 

pieces and scatters them around Egypt
Isis spends many years gathering the pieces
Uses magic to bring Osiris back to life
That night they conceive a son – Horace                                                  
Osiris departs forever – conquering death

(made Lord of the underworld by Ra)
Egyptians no longer fear death



See if you can 
match the 

Egyptian Gods 
and Goddesses 

to their 
descriptions 





(remember back to Hebrews notes)

1750 B.C.—Establish their camps along the  northeast side of the Nile

Had horses and chariots

Leave a puppet pharaoh in Thebes

Make the new capital at Tannus

Make Set their god 

Why?

Bully the Egyptians, especially in upper Egypt

HYKSOS:

Pharaoh eventually loses power again in a civil war

Opening for an outside enemy to come in . . . .



Egyptians adopt the warfare style of the Hyksos 

Rebel and drive them out 

Tuthmos I— First Pharaoh to bring the throne back to                            
the Egyptians

Enslaved the Hebrew people

Egyptians are so embarrassed by this that they destroy records of 
the Hyksos period

End of the Middle Kingdom:



New
Kingdom



First female pharaoh—Hatshepsut

She is supposed to be queen until her step son is ready to 
reign (because he is a young boy when he becomes king)

But she decides to stay queen
She propagates a story that her mother was impregnated by a god and 
the offspring was her . . . . 

She would appear in public in male regalia and a fake beard

She is referred to as both male and female 

Has a very peaceful and successful reign

Builds 2 temples and obelisks 

Opens new trade routes to the African coast



Engineering an Empire: Hatshepsut/Obelisks



BUT . . . . Her step - son is mad, he is ready to be 
king. 

He erases her insignias and statues in 
her temples

Builds his own statues and puts them all over 

No one really knows how she died

Her step son Thutmos III—

Used a fleet of ships to control the near west

Brought new wealth to Egypt



Amenhotep III:

Ruled as co-pharaohs for a while

Amenhotep IV:

Once his father dies, he changes his name to Akhenaton

New god associated with this pharaoh

Builds a palace to the god Aton

The god Amen-Ra is demoted

Aton is much more accessible to the public

Moves the capital to the middle of the Nile                                                             
names it after himself (circle it!)



Capital in 
Old Kingdom

Capital in 
Middle 
Kingdom

Capital in 
New 
Kingdom



Art becomes naturalistic

Nefertiti—Aukhenaton’s wife: come to symbolize beauty in 
Egyptian culture

Aukhenaton makes himself the center of religion

Worship god through pharaoh

Tried to establish monotheism  - this threatens the 
priests— they probably kill him



Priesthood—underwent daily rituals 
shaved their bodies
clothing was only made of linen
bathe twice a day

Next pharaoh—Tutanaton : Changes his name to Tutankhamen

Why?

Priests are nervous that he will want to go back to Aton—so they 
kill him



READ!

Why is this discovery significant?





Ramesses II: Handsome man

Several hundred wives                                                     
between 48 and 50 sons, and 40 to 53 daughters

Probably 
Pharaoh 
during 
Moses’ 
time





Builds a canal from 
the Nile to the Red 
Sea

Worships Amen

Famous for his 
generosity



After this Egypt is attacked by the Kush people
Kush people are pushed out by the Assyrians

Assyrians are kicked out by the Persians



New kingdom is characterized by mummification

Thought that if you could preserve the body that you could live forever

OLD KINGDOM: lay bodies in the sand to dry them out
Put them in mastabas
In pyramids they wrapped the body in bandages and 
Coated the bandages with resin (forms a cocoon)

internal deterioration continues to occur

MIDDLE KINGDOM: Abandon body modeling
Take out some of the inner organs

MUMMIFICATION AND BELIEF IN THE 
AFTERLIFE



Classic age of mummification
Leave the heart in the body
All other major organs taken out and put in canopic jars

2 options:
- gutted and 
organs put in 
canopic jars

- Inject the body 
with cedar oil 
and dissolve the 
organs

NEW KINGDOM:



HAD TO PRACTICE FOR A LONG TIME BEFORE THEY 
GOT IT RIGHT

Body then put in natron (salt) for 70 days
Wet vs. the dry look- fluid or powder natron






